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Abstract—Sequence alignment is an important
problem in computational biology and ﬁnding the
longest common subsequence (LCS) of multiple biological sequences is an essential and eﬀective technique in sequence alignment. A major computational
approach for solving the LCS problem is dynamic programming. Several dynamic programming methods
have been proposed to have reduced time and space
complexity. As databases of biological sequences become larger, parallel algorithms become increasingly
important to tackle large size problems. In the meantime, general-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU) has emerged as a promising technology for cost-eﬀective high performance computing.
In this paper, we develop an eﬃcient parallel algorithm on GPUs for the LCS problem. We propose a
new technique that changes the data dependency in
the score table used by dynamic programming algorithms to enable higher degrees of parallelism. The
algorithm takes advantage of the large number of processing units and the unique memory-accessing properties of GPUs to achieve high performance. The algorithm was implemented on Nvidia 9800GT GPUs
and tested on randomly generated sequences of different lengths. The experiment results show that the
new algorithm is about 6 times faster on GPUs than
on typical CPUs and is 3 times faster than an existing eﬃcient parallel algorithm, the diagonal parallel
algorithm.
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Introduction

Sequence alignment is a fundamental technique for biologists to investigate the similarity of diﬀerent species,
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tural and functional similarity. In computational methods, biological sequences are represented as strings and
ﬁnding the longest common subsequence (LCS) is a
widely used method for sequence alignment. The LCS
problem commonly refers to ﬁnding the longest common
subsequence of two strings, whereas for three or more
strings it is called multiple longest common subsequence
problem (MLCS) [1][2][3].
Dynamic programming is a classical approach for solving
LCS problem, in which a score matrix is ﬁlled through a
scoring mechanism. The best score is the length of the
LCS and the subsequence can be found by tracing back
the table. Let m and n be the lengths of two strings to
be compared. The time and space complex of dynamic
programming is O(mn). Many algorithms have been proposed to improve the time and space complex. In [4], Myers and Miller applied a divide-and-conquer technique [5]
to solve the LCS problem and the space complexity of
their algorithm is O(m + n) while the time complex remains to be O(mn). In [6], Masek and Paterson presented some new techniques to reduce the time complex
to O(n2 /logn).
Parallel algorithms have been developed to reduce execution time through parallelization in diagonal direction [7]
and bit-parallel algorithms [8][9][10]. Bit-parallel algorithms depends on machine word size and are not good for
general processors. Aluru, Futamura and Mehrotra [15]
proposed a parallel algorithm using preﬁx computation
for general sequence alignment problem with time complex O(mn/p+τ (m+p) log p+µm log p). Eﬃcient parallel
algorithms based on dominant point approaches has also
been proposed for general MLCS problem [11][12][13][14].
However, these algorithms are usually slow for two-string
LCS problems.
In recent years, graphics processing units (GPUs) have
become a cost-eﬀective means in parallel computing
and have been widely used in bioinformation as hardware accelerators. Some traditional algorithms have
been implemented on GPUs and achieved signiﬁcant
speedups [16][17].
In this paper, we present an eﬃcient parallel algorithm
on GPUs for the LCS problem. Based on the dynamic
programming algorithm, we change the data dependence
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in the dynamic programming table so that the cells in the
same row or the same column of the dynamic table can be
computed in parallel. The algorithm uses O(max(m, n))
processors and its time complex is O(n). A nice property of the algorithm is that each GPU processor has
balanced workload. The algorithm was implemented on
Nvidia graphics cards and achieved a good speedup on
test problems of random sequences.

O(m ∗ n).

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, classical dynamic programming algorithm for LCS and some
related works are introduced. In Section 3, we present a
new parallel algorithm on GPUs and performance analysis. In Section 4, we discuss implementation considerations on NVidia GPU platform CUDA and preliminary
experimental results. Finally, in Section 5, we summary
the paper.

General Purpose computing on Graphics Processing
Units (GPGPU) is a rapidly developing area in high performance computing. Although GPUs were originally
designed for graphics computations, Due to rapid improvement of hardware performance and improved programmability, GPUs are becoming a cost-eﬀective option for high performance desktop computing. Compared to CPUs, GPUs’ performance increases two and
a half times a year in recent years, much faster than the
Moore’s law for CPUs. A modern GPU usually contains
large numbers of computing units. GPUs are usually
used as a hardware accelerator or a co-processor, and
more and more computational intensive tasks have been
moved from CPUs to GPUs, such as for scientiﬁc computing [18], image processing [19] and bioinformatics [16][17].
Svetlin A. Manavski and Giorgio Valle also implemented
the Smith-Waterman algorithm on the GPU [16]. GPUs
are also appearing in personal computing devices. For
example, the recently announced Apple iPad tablet computer has tightly integrated CPUs and GPUs to achieve
very high performance while consuming very low power.

2

Related work

The classical method for the LCS problem is the SmithWaterman algorithm which is based on the dynamic programming principle. Given two input strings a1 a2 . . . an
and b1 b2 . . . bm , the algorithm is as follows:
Construct a score matrix S of size (n + 1) ∗ (m + 1), in
which S[i, j] (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m) records the length of
the longest common subsequence for substrings a1 a2 . . . ai
and b1 b2 . . . bj . Fill the entries by the following recurrence
formula:

i or j is 0
 0
S[i − 1, j − 1] + 1
ai = bj
S[i, j] =

max(S[i − 1, j], S[i, j − 1]) o.w.

The diagonal parallel algorithm [7] is the best existing parallelization of dynamic programming for the LCS
problem. It takes advantage of the independence of diagonal cells, i.e., the cells on the same diagonal in the score
table doesn’t depend on each other, so that they can be
computed in parallel.

3

(1)
Fig. 1 shows an example of the LCS score table of strings
TGCATA and ATCTGA.

A New Parallel LCS algorithm

In this section, we ﬁrst introduce some basic concepts of
dynamic programming for LCS. Then we analyze data
dependency in the score matrix constructed by dynamic
programm. We present a new parallel algorithm based
on rearranging the entries in the score matrix for greater
parallelism. We analyze the time complex of the parallel algorithm and compare it with the diagonal parallel
algorithm to show it advantages.
Let A = a1 a2 . . . an and B = b1 b2 . . . bm be two strings
over a ﬁnite alphabet Σ.
Deﬁnition 1 C = aj1 aj2 . . . ajk is a subsequence of A,
if ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k:
1 ≤ ji ≤ n;
and for all s and t, 1 ≤ s < t ≤ k:

Figure 1: The dynamic programming LCS score table of
strings TGCATA and ATCTGA.
The main operation of the dynamic programming algorithm is ﬁlling the score table and its time complex is
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js < jt .
Deﬁnition 2 C = aj1 aj2 . . . ajk is a common subsequence of A and B, if C is a subsequence of A and a
subsequence of B.
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Deﬁnition 3 C = aj1 aj2 . . . ajk is the longest common
subsequence of A and B, if

1. If i = 0 or j = 0, then S[i, j] = 0. The data dependence is not changed.

1. C is a common subsequence of A and B.

2. If ai = bj , the S[i, j] = S[i − 1, j − 1] + 1. The data
dependence is not changed.

2. There is no common subsequence D, the length of D
is larger than C.

3. Otherwise, S[i, j] = max(S[i − 1, j], S[i, j − 1]). The
data dependence is to be changed.

Deﬁnition 4 In the dynamic table, if ai = bj , then the
point S[i, j] is a match point.
The LCS problem is to ﬁnd the longest common subsequence C of two sequences A and B.

3.1

Data Dependency Analysis

In the score matrix that dynamic program algorithm constructs according to Eq. (1), for all i and j (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤
j ≤ m), S[i, j] depends on three entries, S[i − 1, j − 1],
S[i − 1, j], and S[i, j − 1], as shown in Fig. 2. In another
word, S[i, j] depends on the data in the same row and
the same column and thus the same row or same column
data can’t be computed in parallel.

For condition (3), S[i, j] can be made independent of the
ith row data as S[i, j −1] can be replaced by the following
recurrence equation:

0
if i = 0 or j − 1 = 0



S[i − 1, j − 2] + 1 if ai = bj−1
S[i, j − 1] =
max(S[i − 1, j − 1], S[i, j − 2])



o.w.
(2)
Again, only in the third condition, S[i, j − 1] depends on
the ith row data. Thus S[i, j − 2] can be re-formulated in
a similar way, and so on. This process ends when j−k = 0
at the kth step, or ai = bj−k at the kth step. Assume
that the process stops at the kth step, and the k must be
the minimum number that makes ai = bj−k or j − k = 0.
Then the recurrence equation Eq. (1) can be replaced by
the following recurrence equation:

0
if i = 0 or j = 0




S[i
−
1,
j
−
1]
+
1
if ai = bj

max(S[i − 1, j], S[i − 1, j − k − 1] + 1)
S[i, j] =


if ai = bj−k



max(S[i − 1, j], 0) if j − k = 0
(3)
From Eq. (3), we have the following theorem.

Figure 2: Data dependency in the score table of a dynamic programming algorithm for solving LCS problem.
An apparent way to parallelize the dynamic programming
algorithm is to compute the score table in the diagonal direction. Its disadvantage is that the workload of diﬀerent
processors are diﬀerent and unbalanced.
In order to compute the same row data or column data
in parallel, the data dependence needs to be changed.
From the data dependence in the score table, the following observation can be made.
Observation 1 For all s and t:
If 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ s < t ≤ m, then S[i, s] ≤ S[i, t].
If 1 ≤ j ≤ m and 1 ≤ s < t ≤ n, then S[s, j] ≤ S[t, j].
Based on the observation, we modify Eq. (1) so that the
same row data in the score table can be computed in
parallel. Eq. (1) is divided into three parts:
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Theorem 1 In the score table of dynamic programming,
the ith row data can be calculated just based on the (i −
1)th row data.
Similar to Theorem 1, the same idea also works for
columns if S[i − 1, j] is replaced in Eq. (1). For example,
Fig. 3 shows the result of changing the data dependence
in the third row of the score table for sequences ATTG
and TAGC. The arrows represent data dependency.
From the re-formulation process, it can be shown that
S[i, j −k] is a match point if the process ends at S[i, j −k].
S[i, j − k] is the ﬁrst match point before S[i, j] in the ith
row. The ﬁrst character ai in sequence B can be found
through preprocessing. A table P of size l ∗ (m + 1)
is constructed, where l is the size of the ﬁnite alphabet
Σ and m is the length of sequence B. Let C[1 . . . l] be
the ﬁnite alphabet and P [i, j] represent the maximum
number before j that makes bp[i,j] = C[i]. P [i, j] can be
computed as follows:

if j = 0
 0
j−1
if bj−1 = C[i]
P [i, j] =
(4)

P [i, j − 1] o.w.
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goes from 1 to max(m, n). Given max(m, n) processors,
some processors are idle when the number of data point
on a diagonal is less than max(m, n), which leads to reduced parallelism.

Figure 3: An example of re-formulated data dependency
in the score table of a dynamic programming algorithm
for solving LCS problem.
As an example, Table 1 shows the table P for sequence
ATTGCCA.
We can re-formulate Eq. (3) by replacing j − k with
P [c, j]:

0
if i = 0 or j = 0




 S[i − 1, j − 1] + 1 if ai = bj
max(S[i − 1, j], 0) if P [c, j] = 0
S[i, j] =


max(S[i
− 1, j], S[i − 1, P [c, j] − 1] + 1)



o.w.
(5)
where c is the number of character ai in array C.

3.2

The calculation of S[i, j] depends on branching conditions, which makes eﬃcient parallelization diﬃcult. We
can re-write Eq. (4) as

if j = 0
 0
j
if bj−1 = C[i]
P [i, j] =
(6)

P [i, j − 1] o.w.
And re-write




S[i, j] =




(7)
Now the revised algorithm without branching is as follows:
1. For i = 1 to l par-do
For j = 1 to m
Calculate P [i, j] according to Eq. (6)
End for
end for
2. For i = 1 to n
For j = 1 to m par-do
t = the sign bit of (0 − P [c, j]).
s = the sign bit of (0 − (S[i − 1, j] − t ∗ S[i −
1, P [c, j] − 1])).
S[i, j] = S[i − 1, j] + t ∗ (s ⊕ 1).
End for
End for

According to Theorem 1, the ith row data can be calculated by the (i − 1)th row data. The parallel algorithm
calculate the ith row data in parallel as follows:
1. For i = 1 to l par-do
For j = 1 to m
Calculate P [i, j] according to Eq. (4)
End for
End for

Assuming max(m, n) processors, in step 1, l is the size of
the alphabet and is usually smaller than the length of the
sequences. For example the alphabet size is 4 for genes
and 20 for proteins. Step 1 takes O(m) time and step 2
takes O(n) time. Overall the algorithm’s time complex is
O(max(m, n)).
Existing diagonal parallel algorithms calculate the score
table one diagonal after another. Although the data on
the same diagonal can be computed in parallel, the number of data points on diﬀerent diagonals is diﬀerent, which
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0
if i or j = 0
max(S[i − 1, j], 0) if P [c, j] = 0
max(S[i − 1, j], S[i − 1, P [c, j] − 1] + 1)
o.w.

where c is the number of character ai in array C.

A New Technique for Eﬃcient Parallelization

2. For i = 1 to n
For j = 1 to m par-do
Calculate S[i,j] according to Eq. (5)
End for
End for

Eq. (5) as

4

Implementation and Experimental Results

General-purpose computing on GPUs (GPGPU) has
great potentials for high performance computing. Nowadays a general GPU usually has a large number of computing units organized as a streaming architecture. In
the GPU, every computing unit contains 8 scalar processor cores that execute the program concurrently. Due to
GPU’s high performance on scientiﬁc computing, NVidia
and AMD have developed their new GPGPU platforms
CUDA and CTM, respectively, in order to make general
purpose GPU programming easier. We used the CUDA
platform in our implementation and experiments.
CUDA uses threads to manage the computing units. The
creation, management, and execution of the threads are
handled by hardware and there is no software overhead
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Table 1: The table P generated by preprocessing according to Eq. (4) for string ATTGCCA.
A
T
T
G
C
C
A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
A
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
T
0
0
0
2
3
3
3
3
C
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
6
G
0
0
0
0
0
4
4
4

in managing threads. Threads are organized into block
and blocks are then grouped into grid. CUDA uses SIMT
(Single Instruction, Multiple Threads) technique and executes the same instruction in multiple threads. Every
block uses computing units in turns to hide the delays
of memory-access and synchronization. It is important
to create enough threads to use the GPU resources eﬃciently. For the LCS problem, since the sequences to be
compared with is usually very long, we change the data
dependence so that every cell in the same row can be computed in parallel. Our parallel algorithm invokes a large
numbers of threads and achieves improved parallelism on
GPUs.

5

Summary

In this paper, we present an eﬃcient parallel algorithm
for solving LCS problems on GPUs. By changing the data
dependency in the score table used by dynamic programming, the algorithm enables higher degree of parallelism
and achieves a good speedup on GPUs. The technique of
data dependency re-ordering and re-formulation can be
used in many other dynamic programming algorithms for
their parallel implementation on GPUs.
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